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Metaverse State
The Vision 

Pocket Worlds has been building virtual worlds since 2013. We launched 
Highrise in late 2015 and it is now home to millions of users around the 
world with an increasingly diverse variety of languages, interests, 
subcultures, and more. This paper details how Highrise evolves into 
Highrise World with the introduction of the Highrise Token ($RISE), Highrise 
Land, the Highrise World Builder, an Avalanche (AVAX) Subnet and more.


As future generations increasingly live their lives online, we must create a 
fair world where every online community can feel at home with engrained 
community ownership and autonomous governance. 


A true digital nation built and governed by its users can only be built on the 
most solid . Thus, we set out to reshape the future of social 
experiences by first expanding our  into 
web3 and through our own , opening social and creative 
opportunities never seen before.


The following paper introduces our revamped economy, and outlines how 
our evolved economy enables the birth of a  with a thriving 
community of citizens, creators and landlords.

foundation
flourishing platform economy

platform token

digital nation
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Finding your way
Navigation

Just as a typical tower in Highrise, this Token paper 
follows the basic structure of a skyscraper. The paper 
consists of four major sections over which you can 
navigate by clicking on the respective floor of the tower 
on the left

 You will find an overview of the economy at  
the  and dive deep into token utility and 
distribution, stakeholders and their interactions

 At the  of the Highrise economy lies  
the current economy of the platform and its citizens,  
its history and long-term vision;

 Higher up, various parts of the Highrise  
platform occupy different 

 — the first and biggest tower  
to-date, housing more than 17M residents

  touches upon building Highrise  
experiences and cosmetics design

  is home to all asset  
trade inside the Highrise world

  develops the idea of Highrise world  
consisting of player-owned land plots and towers

 Platform Governance section at the  
expands on the notion of the Highrise Digital 
Nation

 And the  party celebrates the Metaverse  
vision of the Highrise World spanning over multiple  
projects and communities created and maintained  
by PocketWorlds.

Lobby

Foundation

floors

Highrise 101 

Creator Tools

Highrise Market

Highrise World

Penthouse

Rooftop
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Garage to  
Skyscraper

Pre-Metaverse

Anton Bernstein and Jimmy Xu joined forces in 2013 
with the shared belief that social interactions online 
should be more engaging and playful than browsing  
a news feed. Having experienced the value of online 
gaming in creating and growing friendships, they 
launched some of the first successful virtual worlds on 
mobile. Pocket Worlds rapidly iterated on Everskies 
(one of the biggest pixel doll communities) and Highrise 
– a sprawling virtual world where hundreds of 
thousands of people come together to build new 
experiences every day.


With over 17 million members, Highrise is now the 
leading mobile-first metaverse. Every day, Highrise 
citizens design rooms, style their avatars, host 
experiences, and so much more. Owned Items and the 
item economy are core to Highrise’s massive engaged 
community, and we’re excited to bring true digital 
ownership to the next 100 million people.


3M+
Everskies citizens

17M+
Highrise residents

90min
players spend every day  
in Highrise rooms

70min
users engage daily  
on Everskies
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The Highrisers
Foundation

The Highrise community is home to many diverse types 
of citizens. We categorize these types into Socializers, 
Eventers, Collectors, Creatives, Builders, and Hosts

  spend most of their time making friends, chatting and 
expressing themselves through our 40,000+ unique clothing items

  are competitive citizens who love competing for the best 
items in events, scoring high on event leaderboards, and 
coordinating with their Crews for fame and glory

  are experts at finding the rarest items in Highrise, trading 
their way to wealth. They’re experts at knowing the price of items in 
Highrise, and how to find the most unique items

  are design-oriented citizens who love expressing 
themselves through drawing and designing. They often compete in 
our player-design contests where they can have their drawings 
produced as in-game items. The best creatives end up partnering 
with us as Highrise Brand Designers, a program enabling them to 
create items for Highrise and earn a revenue share

  are experts at designing unique environments and 
experiences. They use our world building tools to design clubs, 
mazes, restaurants, and more

  are friendly creatives who host all sorts of real-time 
experiences in Highrise from karaoke rooms, and podcasts to 
pageants and dice games. They love providing real-time 
interactivity to our community.

Socializers

Eventers

Collectors

Creatives

Builders

Hosts

1.6M
players monthly

$80
Highrise ARPPU

$90M+
annual transaction volume

$45M+
lifetime platform revenues
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Current Economy
Foundation

The citizens of Highrise believed in the value of their digital 
goods long before the advent of NFTs. Highrise citizens have 
been buying, selling, and trading items since 2015 using features 
like the Shop, Trading, Black Market, and Player-Owned Gacha 
Machines. This has enabled the Highrise economy to flourish 
with over $60M in annual secondary market transaction volume; 
all this is without the ability to convert in-game  back into 
Fiat. We anticipate secondary market transaction volume to 
scale significantly as we introduce an exchange-traded token.

Gold

Item Swapper

Sponsor

Player

Player

Players’  
rooms

Black  
market

P2P  
trading

Event  
Tokens

Personal  
Storefronts

User  
grabs

Platform  
Shop 

Wheels, Rolls  
& Grabs

Gold

Bubbles

Gold Bars

Value

Fees

Tip roomsTip others

Burn items  
for bubbles

Trade items 
with others

Participate in 
events

Buy new items
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Web2 asset system
An open secondary market has been at the core of the Highrise 
philosophy since launching in 2015. The result has been a 
massive and flourishing virtual goods economy. There are 
several types of currency in the Highrise web2 economy. 

  represent a means of exchange for assets that cannot participate  
in p2p trading or marketplaces.

  lies at the core of the current trading system. As an in-app hard currency, 
 enables players to buy a variety of consumables, RNG items (via Gachas), 

and cosmetic items from the Platform Store.  is a true hard currency in that 
it must be purchased, making the currency similar to a Stablecoin in nature 
(though without the ability to transfer  back into )

  itself is not tradable. However  can be converted into a tradable 
currency called . The platform takes a 10% fee on this conversion  
in order to sink  out of the economy and manage inflation. When a citizen 
receives  from another user, the bars are immediately converted  
back into . In this way, every  trade includes a 10% platform fee,  
some of which will be collected into the Treasury.

Bubbles

Gold
Gold

Gold

Gold

Gold Gold

Gold

Fiat

Gold Bars

Gold Bars
Gold Gold

Gold

Value

Bubbles

Fees Bubbles

Highrise store

ClothingFurniture

GoalsCrewFiat

GoldSky Pass Gold Bars

Black Market

Consumables

EnergyVoice 
chat

Boosts

Gachas

Platform 
grabs

User 
grabs

Event 
grabs

Lucky 
wheels

Sponsored 
Events

Swap and purge 
untradable items 
for bubbles

Sell or buy 
tradeable items

30% fee on 
proceeds

30% fee on 
proceeds

10% fee

Reach goals to 
get bubbles 

Do team tasks 
to earn Gold

10M
GOLD in Black  
Market trades  
every day 
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About 80% of  is purchased directly from the platform via 
in-app purchase or web purchase. The remainder is earned by 
watching ads or completing offer walls. In the web2 world,  
is the platform’s primary source of revenue with almost 48M 

 ($220K) spent daily. Highrise citizens spend  on a 
variety of different features

 Primary market: Highrise citizens buy items directly from Highrise via  
(RNG item machines) or the . These items are typically clothing 
items, though furniture is also available and pet items are coming soon

 Secondary market: Highrise citizens buy items from each other using . 
They can do this by trading items for using the in-app messenger; 
by listing items on the (a marketplace that exists for a limited 
time in the app); or by  (RNG item machines composed of 
a user’s inventory items)

 Non-event consumables: These are features that enable richer social 
experiences on Highrise. Creators spend  on Room Boost to attract 
citizens to their rooms, and Hosts spend  on Voice Tokens to enable 
audio in their rooms and host unique audio-focused experiences

 Event-specific consumables: These are features that pertain to weekly events 
that occur in Highrise. In particular, citizens can spend  to purchase more 
energy to participate in events or purchase specific items that confer benefits 
during events.


As you read on, you’ll see that we anticipate enabling every 
Highrise tower owner to implement primary market items, non-
event consumables and event-specific consumables into their 
own towers in order to earn an income.


Gold

Gold

Gold Gold

Highrise store

Gold

Black Market 

Gold
Gold

Gold

Grabs

User Grab Machines

Gold Bars 

6M
GOLD spent on 
Platform grabs 
daily 

6.4M
GOLD spent on 
consumables 
daily

15M
GOLD in daily  
p2p transaction 
volume

15M
GOLD spent in 
the Platform  
Store daily

1.8M
GOLD spent  
on User Grabs 4M

GOLD tipped

Goes to Highrise Platform
Goes to users
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The Highrise Mission
Foundation

Our mission at Pocket Worlds is to build a metaverse that 
focuses on ease-of-use, self-expression, and ownership. This 
formula has enabled Highrise to grow to 2M monthly active 
users, and Everskies to grow to 1M monthly active users. What 
we mean by this is

 our goal is to ensure that the metaverse is 
available to everyone and feels easy-to-use. This is why  
we originally built our metaverse on mobile with a focus  
on streamlined UX, quick load times, and 2D interactions.  
We believe this is an important ingredient in our recipe for 
onboarding the next 100 million people into the metaverse.  
As we evolve our world to cross-platform and 3D, we will 
continue to focus on ease-of-use as a cornerstone  
of our design philosophy

 we believe one of the core values of the 
metaverse is open, genuine, nonjudgmental self-expression. 
This means our platform prioritizes creativity and UGC 
content. We provide tools to share designs and ideas, 
produce content and assets, and implement experiences 
that citizens of Highrise can enjoy. By expressing themselves, 
our citizens create a vibrant, judgment-free community with 
a wide variety of clothing, furniture and experiences

  at the core of a metaverse is the concept of 
ownership. To really live in the Highrise World, citizens must 
own their belongings. Citizens must be able to establish a 
reputation, take their belongings with them, and buy/sell/
trade their valuable goods. This is why we are introducing 
web3 technology to Highrise. By expanding on the concepts 
of item and asset ownership in Highrise we will enable our 
thriving economy to grow exponentially, evolving the 
Highrise World into a true digital nation.

Ease-of-use: 

Self-expression: 

Ownership:

© 2022 Pocket Worlds
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The Highrise Mission
Foundation

Our intention is to create a world that is owned by its users.  
This is why, as you’ll see later in this paper, we are introducing 
Highrise Land. Land parcels enable community leaders to 
form their own towers (communities that compete with 
Highrise 101) to attract niche communities, fandoms, and 
much more. In this way, community leaders and brands will 
be able to build complete, immersive digital worlds using 
Highrise Land, the Highrise World Builder and all the social 
features that come bundled with developing an identity on 
our platform.  

Finally, we want the Highrise World to be a force for good. 
Our goal is to enable millions of connections between 
people across the physical world. We believe that a true 
metaverse will bring the world together like nothing has 
before. A thriving economy will enable new work 
opportunities for creators, collectors and experience hosts 
from impoverished countries. A populated virtual world will 
bring the physical world closer together while helping to tear 
down global economic disparities.


8© 2022 Pocket Worlds
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Goals of the 
Economy

Lobby

Highrise has been building with secondary markets 
and valuable virtual goods at its core since 2015. 
Highrise’s evolution into web3 is a natural continuation 
of the Highrise virtual goods philosophy. The $RISE 
token enables Highrise to connect to a massive and 
fast-growing ecosystem ($2T+ in ~2 years), pioneering 
new technologies and architectures at the bleeding 
edge of gaming & finance.


Highrise will use blockchain technology to bring true 
digital ownership to Highrise citizens. By expanding 
from a single Highrise 101 tower to multiple self-
governed towers, our goal is to become a true digital 
nation with our own economy and reserve currency. 


This technology will also enable citizens to earn 
rewards by designing environments, hosting 
experiences, creating virtual goods, and participating 
in play-and-earn events. The Highrise launchpad will 
empower creative developers and individuals to 
launch NFT-oriented projects that can be used  
in a fully-featured metaverse.

© 2022 Pocket Worlds
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Experience-
centric Economy

Lobby

The $RISE token economy will introduce a self-
reinforcing user acquisition flywheel

  come and engage in , which 
are either community-driven or sponsored by 
brands

  leverage the  mechanics to build 
their communities, for which they engage 
experience creators

  develop new rooms and 
activities, using the work of 

 The work of and  keeps 
existing players engaged and loyal, and boosts 
platform appeal for new players.


Players Experiences

Experience

experience

Brands

Experience creators
asset creators

asset creators

Brands

Players

Asset 
creators

Experience 
creators

Experiences

© 2022 Pocket Worlds
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Highrise Creature 
Club Sale

Test-run

NFT assets will become the second pillar of the 
Highrise economy. As a test-run for the demand  
of such assets, Highrise launched a limited collection  
containing 11,111 skins titled   
and hosted the publiс sale.


1,000 Creatures were reserved for the Highrise 
community to be distributed in Grabs, event rewards 
and giveaways, while the remaining  10,000 unique 
Creature outfit NFTs sold out in 30 seconds after 
launch for $2M – generating over $6M in primary and 
secondary market transactions in the first 7 days.


Anyone can collect these limited-edition Creature 
outfits and use them in the Highrise metaverse. Each 
creature is composed of unique items from a set of 
400+ Epic or Legendary handcrafted elements that 
can be individually worn within the Highrise 
Metaverse.


Highrise Creature Club

© 2022 Pocket Worlds
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The buzzing nation of Highrise is inhabited by people of 
different trades and backgrounds, all socializing, 
interacting, collaborating, and creating in one collective 
metaverse environment. 


The platform facilitates and nurtures creator and 
consumer flows with the help of multiple web3 assets 
and real estate items, all coming together and 
architected towards the good of the many. There are 
several types of stakeholders in the Highrise economy

 A  is a user casually visiting 
Highrise or coming from the previous 
versions of the platform, not Web3 
enabled yet, but open to new 
possibilities.

 A  is a regular player who visits 
rooms in different towers, socializes 
with other citizens, and takes part in 
the consumer side of the platform’s 
economics. Citizens hold web3 assets 
and actively interact with the web3 
components of Highrise.


A  is any creator in general that 
produces unique personal and social 
experiences through rooms in towers.   
We consider two kinds of creators

 design assets for 
rooms and avatars, selling or renting 
them out through the Asset Store or 
Item Marketplace.


Resident

Citizen

Creator

Asset Creators 
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Participants
Token  Economy

Resident

Citizen

Asset creator
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Participants
Token  Economy

We consider two kinds of creators

  — the second type —  
make up the bulk of the visible world of 
Highrise, designing areas and experiences 
using in-game assets. They might share 
revenues with Landlords (depending on the 
settings of the highrise)

 A  is the owner of a land plot upon 
which they build and maintain towers, the 
mainstay of the metaverse real estate on 
the platform. Landlords help Experience 
creators provide experiences and spaces 
for Highrise Citizens

 A  is anyone active in the 
governance module

 A  is a brand, vendor, guild, social 
club, or other managed community 
interested in connecting with Highrise 
Citizens that engages Creators to build 
dedicated experiences. They can also earn 
hand-shake agreement grants of tokens/
investment allocation for bringing users and 
revenue to the platform

Experience Creators

Landlord

Governor

Sponsor

Experience  
creator

Sponsor

Governor

Landlord

© 2022 Pocket Worlds
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Asset Types
$RISE  Economy

Fungible Currency 

Cosmetics (clothing, furniture, skins, etc.) 

Land plots 

Pets 

The $RISE token is used to purchase in-game services 
and goods at a discount. Alternatively, $USDC and 
other stablecoins, $ETH, and fiat can be used to 
purchase the same set of goods/services at a 
premium. (See more in )


Some clothing and furniture are off-chain web 2.0 
assets and have been popular on the platform since  
its inception. Unique and exclusive items are minted 
NFTs, and only sold/distributed through primary sales 
and secondary marketplaces. 


Land plots are spaces that accommodate the building 
of towers, which are multi-room communities where 
players can host social events, sales/drops, and mini 
games. Plots of land are sold to developers who build 
new towers. Major vendors can partner with or sponsor 
spaces in the towers, contributing sponsorship revenue. 
Each tower can delegate some rooms as exclusive 
spaces, and can optionally charge entry/membership 
fees (though we expect most tower experiences  
to be free-to-play).


Pets are unique creatures with their own parameters 
(e.g. elements, zodiac, stats). Players can buy Pet NFTs 
or receive them as loot and use them as companions 
on a journey inside the Highrise metaverse, leveraging 
their abilities in mini-games down the road to earn 
tokens.


Token Utility

© 2022 Pocket Worlds
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Platform Economy
The introduction of the $RISE token expands the 
current economy of Highrise (see ). 
The current Highrise experience will be rebranded as 
Highrise 101 and will present as the tower at the center 
of the Highrise World. Highrise World’s primary 
currency will be $RISE, but this tower will continue to 
accept Gold, Gold Bars and Bubbles as payments.


Current Economy

Citizen

Citizen

Smart Contract Tower  
citizenship

Asset  
Store

Highrise 
Market 

Stake $RISE to participate  
in Governance

Tip other 
rooms & players

Receive 
inflationary 
rewards

Stake 
$RISE

Publish items, 
get royalties

Share room 
proceeds

Rent a room, 
publish experience

Engage and 
get rewards

Trade your items,  
buy new ones

Asset creator
Experience  

creator
Sponsor

Landlord

Rooms

Experiences

Community Treasury

$RISE Staking Value Fees
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Platform Economy
$RISE  Economy

The $RISE token will enable an open economy with one 
primary token and smooth swaps, facilitating 
transactions between different tower economies. 
Among its many utilities, the $RISE token will be used to 
collect secondary market transaction fees, mint NFTs, 
and enable peer-to-peer tipping & trading.


The token also rewards creators who want to design a 
wide variety of content in Highrise, from in-game 
assets like clothing to rooms and experiences. Since 
creators are the backbone of the Highrise experience, 
the $RISE token economy welcomes and celebrates 
creators by empowering them with tools to showcase 
and capitalize on their craft. (See more in 
and )


All cross-tower and NFT trading and activity will now be 
concentrated in one metaverse marketplace — a p2p 
trading place full of options and as lively as ever. (See 

)


Highrise  are dedicated NFT land parcels that 
allow landlords to develop their own highrises (we call 
them towers) where creators can build engaging & 
monetizing virtual spaces. This enables the Highrise 
economy to expand beyond . Land lays a 
strong foundation for the development of the Highrise 

 as different towers cultivate communities  
around a variety of interests and intellectual property. 
Gradually, these towers can opt to decentralize and 
introduce DAO governance.

Token Utility 
Creator Tools

Highrise Market

Lands

Highrise 101

Digital Nation

© 2022 Pocket Worlds
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As $RISE becomes central to the Highrise economy, we will continue to implement 
utility for the $RISE token. The primary utilities are

 by selling and buying clothing, Land, Pets, and more

 Highrise will release items, LAND, and other consumables 
that can be purchased exclusively (or at a discount) with $RISE, such as 
Limited Edition Collections of clothing and furniture. A percentage of 
these primary sales will be collected in the 

 all p2p market transactions have a 5% royalty 
fee. A percentage of this fee will be collected in the 

 such as paying for membership in rooms, 
subscription fees for land or rooms (rent),  entry fees for experiences, in-app 
purchases, or competition fees in special rooms for PvP games

 items earned and acquired in Highrise 
can be turned into NFTs with the help of a special Minting facility. Utilizing this 
building will cost $RISE, a percentage of which will be collected into the 
Treasury. $RISE will also be used to incentivize projects to launch their NFT 
collections via the Highrise NFT launchpad through ecosystem grants (See 

)

 citizens will be able to tip $RISE to one another and a small 
percentage of each tip will also be added to the Treasury

  the token will also reward active players through a staking 
mechanism of Bull Run promotional periods. Staked tokens will be used to 
provide liquidity on decentralized exchanges, while stakers will be able to 
earn inflationary rewards for their contribution.


Trade on the Market

Secondary Market Fees:

 

Stake and earn:

 

 

 

Get web3 assets with NFT Minting: 

Primary Sales:

Highrise Treasury

Highrise Treasury

NFT Launchpad

Tip other players: 

Get a discount for all in-game fees
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Token Utility
$RISE  Economy

Connect

Tip others 
& rooms

Enjoy  
experiences

Participate in 
governance

Form Crews 
to get bonus

Create

Design 
experiences

Create items  
& web3 assets

Express yourself with 
unique collections

Trade

Stake for 
 rewards

Rent rooms

Trade items
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Stakeholder Utilities
$RISE  Economy

Highrise Citizens

Citizens utilize payment tokens to pay for experiences in rooms 
and assets on the marketplace. Specific applications are 
defined by the room and are ultimately up to the Creators: they 
could charge for access (one-time, time-based, etc.), free-to-
play game experiences, karaoke rooms, podcasts, or something 
else entirely. Rooms can also list items from the Marketplace for 
sale purchasable with $RISE or the tower’s native currency. 
They can also tip in $RISE and stake it for rewards or 
governance votes.

Citizen

Smart contract

Stake $RISE to participate  
in Governance

Tip other rooms  
and players

Swap other  
currencies  

for $RISE

Receive 
inflationary 
rewards for 

staking

Pay for  
access, 

experiences or 
participation in the 
event in the room

Buy and  
sell items 

Rooms

ExperiencesExchange
Citizen

Highrise Market

PetsCosmeticsFurnitureClothing

Tower  
citizenship
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Creators

Creators are the experience and asset designers of the platform. 
There are two creator sub-roles: Asset Creators and Experience 
Creators. 


 create and add digital assets usable either by 
rooms (like 3d models of furniture) or by Citizens (like clothing 
and pets). These assets are distributed on the Asset Store and 
Highrise Market, respectively.


 rent rooms from Landlords and use them to 
create room-based experiences within towers. The operational 
model for an Experience Creator is to buy (or rent) items from the 
Asset Store (potentially along with their own assets) and 
populate rooms with models and code to create unique and fun 
places to experience, socialize, and play.

Asset Creators

Experience Creators

SponsorExperience 
creator

Landlord

Comission 
creating 
branded 
experiences

Comission 
creating 
branded assets

Publish items 
and receive 
royaltiesRooms

Experiences
Asset creator

Highrise Market

PetsCosmeticsFurnitureClothing

Asset  
Store

Community Treasury

Receive a 
percentage 

of all room 
proceeds

Create 
experiences, 
publish in 
rooms

Rent, buy, and 
sell assets
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Landlords


The Highrise Treasury


Landlords are the real estate barons of the Highrise World. Once 
a Landlord has developed their land NFT by building towers, they 
can offer their tower rooms to the best experience designers. In 
exchange for use of the tower space, Landlords may collect a 
portion of the designers’  income as taxes. Landlords also pay 
part of their income as tax into the Treasury.


The role of the Highrise Treasury is to ultimately determine and 
manage the inflows and outflows of $RISE, $USDC, $ETH and 
any USD equivalents as it maximizes the amount of revenues it 
generates for itself and its developers. By managing this 
portfolio of assets, the Highrise Treasury Committee will be able 
to exercise more control over dilution, inflation, sell-pressure, and 
ultimately the rate of capital flow in and out of the reserve. 


The Treasury Committee will be tasked with all forms of 
allocations within the treasury pool. For example, the Committee 
will determine the revenue splits with each game developer and 
NFT Creator; specify the seasonal reward budgets that will be 
allocated across Highrise World; and define reward distributions 
to $RISE stakers. The Treasury may also purchase and sell $RISE 
in accordance with the Highrise World community’s objectives.
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Bullrun staking

Royalties from all 
trades with assets 
minted on the 
platform 

Rooms

Experiences
Asset  
Store

Highrise 
Market

Community Treasury

Sponsor 
Grants

Secondary 
Market

Determine the size 
and frequency of 

community 
incentivization grants

Determine player 
reward pools
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Equity Investor Conversions

The $RISE Token will have an initial capped supply of 
1,000,000,000 RISE and will be distributed as follows.

  and  account 
for early token investors from the private round and equity 
holders

  will be offered through the public sale, which 
may happen through an IDO platform or other means

  and  are the alignment tokens to incentivize 
both groups for the long-term

  provision buckets ensure the tokens are 
always liquid on the exchanges to enable smooth on- and 
off-ramping

 will be utilized for community incentives 
as well as stimulating the Highrise economy

 Finally, the  is a strategic token fund that will be 
utilized in various ways to benefit the ecosystem and the 
economy of the platform.

Strategic Round

IDO allocation

Team Advisors

MM & Liquidity

In-Game Rewards 

Reserve
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$RISE minted
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USDC and USD Equivalents


The initial $RISE supply will be unlocked  
over a period of 60 months, according  
to the following emission chart.  
 







Before we formally launch our token, Highrise will launch a beta 
platform that will test our in-game loops and monetization 
strategies with existing liquid web3 tokens. We seek to maximize 
accessibility for the web3 gaming world, and will make sure that 
the Highrise metaverse properly accommodates users around 
the globe. 


To that end we’re aiming to implement familiar payment 
options (including credit card payments) while smoothly 
introducing web3 payments. We will gradually educate 
our users who are not yet well-versed in crypto. $RISE will 
funnel revenue into the game via $USDC, $ETH, or other 
stablecoins at a premium (players can use any currency 
of their choosing, but prices in non-native tokens will be 
higher), with tokens other than $RISE being aggregated 
into the Highrise Treasury.
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Tokenomics
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Reserve

In-game Rewards

MM & Liquidity Provision

Advisors

Team

IDOs

Equity Investors

Strategic Round 
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Many Highrise gameplay transactions and interactions will be 
incorporated into our own blockchain, built in partnership with 
Avalanche using their subnet technology.


The Highrise blockchain will use the $RISE token for gas. This 
adds additional utility to the $RISE token and simplifies the user 
experience so they don’t need to use another token to pay for gas 
to perform actions on the marketplace, staking, and more. We will 
also have more control over gas prices while ensuring greater 
network stability and affordable transaction fees.


The Highrise chain will be dedicated to Highrise with nodes run  
by Ava Labs, Pocket Worlds and more to come. This means more 
consistent uptime as our chain will not be throttled by the 
transaction volume of other chains.


The front and center of the Highrise metaverse is the Highrise 101 
tower, encompassing all the rooms created on the platform to 
date. It is the headquarters of the Highrise team as well as the  
first tower to implement governance structure.


Highrise 101 serves as a model for other communities that can be 
built in the Highrise World. We call each community a tower (e.g. 
Highrise 101 is a tower). Just like Gold in Highrise 101, each tower 
can issue its own internal currency — tokens that can be used in  
all activities inside the tower, but not convertible into $RISE and, 
therefore, exempt from the Highrise Metaverse economy.


As towers are constructed across the Highrise World, our 
economy will inevitably be composed of a diverse collection of 
tower communities with their own specialties, cultures, and fresh 
experiences for Highrise World citizens. The endless inter-tower 
adventure will include social rooms, competitive mini-games, 
brand stores, DJ venues, guild headquarters, and much more.

Highrise 101
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Highrise Blockchain
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Experience Builder


Cosmetics Design


Highrise currently supports basic creator tools, including a full in- 
app room editor, trigger-based objects like dice, and more. You can 
test the in-app editor today by downloading Highrise and 
designing a room. We are in the process of  building a standalone 
application for all experience creators and asset creators — this 
app is the workbench from which creatives produce all content for 
the platform. This will enable creators to build richer experiences  
in a desktop environment, including the ability to add scripts, 
custom models, triggers, and more. This will be a fully-fledged and 
versatile map editor built around the new Unity game engine.






Highrise 101 currently hosts citizen-designed art contests and  
Highrise Brands. Citizen-designed art contests are monthly events 
where Highrise citizens submit design ideas for a  community vote, 
the best of which are produced as in-game assets by one of our  
20 artists. This gives citizens who can’t design finalized assets the 
opportunity to share their ideas and still have their concepts 
produced. Highrise 101 also regularly selects Highrise citizens to join 
the Highrise Brands program, where citizens produce content and 
earn a revenue share on all items they sell. Highrise 101 will continue 
to build out the Brands program. As the Highrise World expands, we 
will offer this opportunity to other towers and brands/teams at the 
Highrise World scale by leveraging the NFT Launchpad.
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Creator Tools
Platform

Next-Gen Game Engine 
We are actively building the 4th generation of the Highrise game engine that will 
support 3D and cross-platform play. Our goal is to enable an ever-growing variety 
of interactions across all possible compute platforms. To do this, we are building 
our new game engine in Unity. This will support both 2D and 3D room experiences. 
We will be rolling out this engine on Web initially. Other platforms will follow, and 
we will eventually replace the iOS/Android mobile apps with the new engine.
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Since founding in 2015, marketplaces and trading have helped  
to uncover the true value of items in the Highrise economy. From 
furniture to clothing to virtual pets, our goal is to support a 
flourishing secondary market that provides liquidity to asset 
creators, collectors and new shoppers. 


Highrise has an existing inventory of over 30,000 unique off-chain 
items. Many of these items are rare and coveted in the Highrise 
metaverse. We intend to unlock the value of these rare items by 
enabling citizens to convert items into NFTs. Citizens will be able  
to spend $RISE to convert an off-chain item into an equivalent on-
chain NFT item. They can then buy, sell and trade the item as they 
would with a typical NFT. A percentage of $RISE collected from  
NFT conversion fees will be collected in the community treasury.


Unlike most NFT marketplaces, the content created on Highrise  
will have an immediate place to live. Highrise citizens will be able to 
truly own, trade, and show off their favorite collectibles upon buying 
or earning them. In Highrise, content creators will be able to both set 
up proprietary virtual brick-and-mortar stores in the tower of their 
choosing, or list their creations on our global open marketplace for 
next-gen content creators. Creators will be able to sell their goods 
for $USDC, $ETH and/or $RISE at their discretion. 


The Highrise Market will support the buying, selling and trading  
of all NFTs in the Highrise World ecosystem. A separate version  
of the Market — The Asset Store — will be reserved exclusively for 
asset creators and experience developers. Experience developers 
will be able to shop for interactive objects that can be used to 
elevate the experiences they design.


The marketplace will initially be accessible exclusively on Web,  
but portions of it will be integrated directly into the mobile app  
(e.g. listing NFTs). A percentage of all fees accrued on the Highrise 
Market will be collected in the community treasury.
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The Highrise Market
Platform
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The NFT Launchpad is a platform to launch NFT assets 
from other teams, projects, celebrities and artists. 
Launches will be incentivized with $RISE tokens 
through Highrise Treasury grants.


Some of the fees we collect from launching projects via 
our launchpad will be invested into building Highrise 
world assets for projects. For example, a celebrity could 
launch a 10,000 PFP collection via our launchpad. We 
would take fees collected from the launch and invest 
them into our art team creating those PFPs within the 
Highrise universe, such that NFT holders could wear 
and use the PFP items in Highrise.


The Highrise Launchpad will be connected to the 
Highrise Market. This is an integral feature to building 
the Highrise ecosystem.
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NFT Launchpad
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At the core of Highrise are the many towers that host rooms  
and experiences. Landlords offer rooms to tenants, which 
experience creators develop into a variety of venues with  
the help of rich development tools provided by the platform. 


Highrise Lands are blockchain-based virtual tokens built on the 
ERC-721 standard for NFTs. They represent physical parcels of land 
in the Highrise World metaverse. This Land will live on Ethereum 
mainnet, as Land is high value and needs to be interoperable 
across all EVM-compatible chains. Land will be sold through a 
series of pre-sales and auctions over the next 1-3 years. 


The Highrise World is composed of a finite number of land parcels. 
The central tower, Highrise 101, exists at the center of Highrise 
World, surrounded by a limited supply of ~160,000 Land parcels.



  


Users will be able to combine Land parcels into Estates — sets of 
adjacent land plots owned by one user. Estates will also be sold 
directly by Highrise primarily in auctions. As Estates grow, more 
and larger rooms can be spawned on the Land. Larger Estates 
may receive additional perks over time, such as sharing less 
commission with the platform. 


A District is a combination of Land plots and/or Estates owned  
by multiple users. A District forms a DAO out of the participating 
Landlords. Both Districts and Estates will offer perks like ability  
to charge higher commissions and enjoy more visibility on the 
metaverse map.
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Land Development
Platform
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Land has several purposes in Highrise

 Landlords will be able to spawn their own independent  
tower instance on their land plot

 Landlords will be able to use or rent out rooms in their tower, 
in exchange for a percentage of the room’s income

 Room owners can use our development tools to create 
interactive experiences in tower rooms. These experiences 
can include games, galleries, shows, and more

 Room owners will be able to implement payment tools in 
order to charge fees for experiences, entry, or a variety of 
other mechanics. Landlord will earn a percentage of the 
income collected

 Landlords can combine Land to enable more rooms to exist 
on their Land (i.e. spawn a bigger tower) and other perks

 Landlords will be able to upload thumbnails to Estates that 
will appear on the map. This can be used to promote 
anything to the Highrise world (within our ).
Terms
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Highrise Land Utility

Highrise Land 
~160 000 plots

Estates &  
Districts Land Plots 

1x1. 3x3, 6x6,  
9x9, 12x12 A Tower 

occupies a  
whole plot

Tower Rooms 
plot size sets  

max # of rooms

Experience 
this room hosts

Land Mechanics
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Identity & Security
Social features

Pseudo-anonymous identity is core to the Highrise World 
experience. As citizens explore the world, they develop their 
identity by collecting cosmetics, sharing content to the news 
feed, and building relationships with other Highrise citizens.


As a platform, we will continue to invest in these identity and 
social features. We intend to continue to develop and maintain 
robust avatar viewing and editing tools, messaging and trading 
features, news feed and content-sharing features, and the 
social web that ties all Highrise citizens together.


Every tower in the Highrise World will have access to these tools, 
connecting all citizens across all towers in the world. This will 
enable landlords to attract an audience that already has 
identities and relationships in the broader Highrise World. This 
should also help landlords and experience creators drive new 
audiences to their towers, as one new citizen might bring with 
them their entire social network!


Every nation must take care of its citizens. A digital nation is no 
exception. A physical nation must fund security services like 
police, fire, health, and military. In the digital world, security takes 
the form of protecting citizens from predatory behavior, doxxing, 
hacking, and a variety of other concerns.


We will continue to invest into building security features 
for Highrise World to ensure that all citizens have a safe 
and secure experience. As we build security tools, we 
also aim to ensure that citizens retain their privacy. We 
currently boast a team of almost 20 Support and Trust & 
Safety professionals, a robust reporting system for 
inappropriate content, and machine learning tools that 
help detect predatory or aggressive bullying behavior.


Security
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Digital Nation
Governance

One of the crucial innovations of Web3 is decentralized 
governance: from light steering to white glove execution, many 
facets and components of Web3 ecosystems can be self-
sovereign, player-owned, and governed towards the benefit of 
their direct users and maintainers.


In order to elevate the Highrise World to a Digital Nation, we 
believe it is imperative that we implement sustainable 
governance mechanisms at the heart of Highrise. Our goal is to 
ensure that Highrise World is not just player-inhabited, but also 
player-owned and player-governed. This notion threads the 
entire platform, starting from rooms and towers and ending with 
the way the entire product functions.


While our Highrise 101 tower will continue to be operated and 
maintained by our team, we’re offering the unique opportunity 
for all Highrise World citizens to band together and start to 
manage new towers, outfitted with their favorite styles, 
entertainers, clubs, experiences and more.


Each tower will act as a sovereign entity governed by its own 
management committee, where the founding developers will be 
able to customize their rulesets and voting, and be able to fund 
new initiatives within their tower. We anticipate partnering with 
Ink, a web3 protocol that allows for anyone to create secure, fully 
community-operated governance. 


Your Tower, Your Rules


Unlike most tokens crowding the Web3 metaverse 

space, we’ve created a token that you do not need to 

own to play the game, but can earn as a privilege 

and use to govern your favorite tower.
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Once the community is comfortable with using the $RISE and 
token ownership is sufficiently decentralized, token holders will 
receive governance rights to vote on key decisions around 
product development and the Highrise treasury.


Building Highrise to last, we strive to set up a system that will 
reward those who continue to engage with the platform over 
time. With Highrise governance, your influence is not just 
determined by how much $RISE you own, but by your overall 
reputation within your tower (or the broader Highrise World). 
Meritocratic, not plutocratic, but with skin in the game.


There are two layers of governance: one
and multiple independent .

 platform-wide DAO  
Tower sub-DAOs
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Platform Governance
Governance

GovernorGovernor

Stake $RISE into 
Highrise directly to 
participate  
in Governance

Stake $RISE into 
a Tower sub-DAO

Get weighted  
voting power

Get weighted 
voting power

Get proportional votes

Tower sub-DAO 
representatives

Tower  
DAO

Platform  
DAO

Tower  
Treasury

Community Treasury
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The Highrise Platform DAO


Philosophy of balancing decentralization with need for execution:  

Reputation and Governor Voting Eligibility: 

Board Delegation: 

Community Representation in the Treasury Board: 

Bias-to-Action Proposal & Voting Process: 

Community Governor Veto Power: 

Competitive Governance Incentives: 

The Platform DAO decides parameters applicable to the entire DAO, such as land 
emission, treasury allocation, general taxation, etc


The Platform DAO structure will strive to form a highly functioning DAO with 
agency given to selective motivated Board members to drive overall impact, 
while also having community Governors serve as a balancing force for optimal 
DAO performance

 Token holders must qualify for 
“Governor” status and be eligible to vote. Requirements for eligibility will be a 
combination of several factors including, but not limited to, in-game knowledge 
evaluation, duration of staked tokens, and participation in events, if applicable.

 The DAO will initially be led by the founding team, but 
delegated to a committee board for more specific and technical execution as 
the DAO matures. Initial board responsibilities will be delegated into two 
boards: Community Board and Treasury Board. The board will have very limited 
seats in order to allow for ease of coordination and scheduling. Board 
members will be expected to vote on all issues related to the board’s 
responsibilities and inactivity will result in punitive consequences, including a 
reduction in staked tokens that will be collected by the treasury. 

 The Treasury board will be 
responsible for deciding treasury allocation, token trades, and staking rewards. 
Any of these decisions will have a significant impact on community sentiment. 
As a result, there must be a Community representative on the Treasury Board 
who must approve all decisions and maintain close communication with the 
community to manage expectations

 We anticipate that when proposals 
enter the queue, the community may vote to veto or modify the proposal up 
until a deadline. However, should there be no veto, the proposal passes by 
default. Specific community member nominations will be passed based on a 
community majority vote.  

 To balance out a delegated Board  
structure, community Governors will collectively have veto power on proposals 
and decisions made by the board during the proposal/approval period.

 Board member continuity, cross-
Board communication, and Governor engagement are critical to the 
success of DAO governance. Therefore, appropriate incentive structures 
and voting processes will be put in place to drive the desired Board 
performance and Governor engagement. Competitive incentives must be 
carefully determined and awarded to Board members and Governors shall 
be incentivized for taking on additional governance voting responsibilities.
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Tower Sub-DAOs

Tower sub-DAOs (an independent sub-DAO, one per building). The ultimate 
structure, as well as the targeted level of decentralization, will be up to  
the tower owner, but it follows the same general approach.


A Tower DAO defines

 Tenant policy (management of rooms and occupancy rules)

 Taxation for tenants

 Management of the Tower treasury.


A single user can govern multiple towers of their choice by staking into each  
of them, using their $RISE holdings as the necessary collateral for their 
participation. Staking into a tower DAO not only gives voting rights inside  
a particular sub-DAO, but also enables you to participate in the Platform DAO 
with a discounted voting weight.


Voting weights for direct stakes are determined by

 Stake size

 Remaining duration of the token lockup

 User’s reputation in governance across all in-game DAOs (in the future).









The weights model is similar to the one used by . There is a 
target lockup duration of 1 year which allocates 1 vote to 1 token, which decays 
over time as the remaining lockup time shortens. At any moment the user can 
extend their lockup time back up to the maximal duration and vote with the full 
weight of the token again.


There may also be an option for players to elect representatives into  
the Governing committee of a tower and delegate voting rights to 
them. Depending on their role in the committee, each governor may  
be eligible for rewards as set by their committee by vote or origination.



Curve governance

1 $RISE = 1 vote

1 $RISE = 0.5 vote

Voting weight 
definition

6 month lockup 1 year lockup
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Pocket Worlds  
Multiverse 

Far Future

Our vision for the Highrise World is an ever-
expanding world built by and governed by its 
community. As a platform, we will continue to 
offer infrastructure, economic rails and security. 
The rest is up to you.


One of the first Estates developed will be 
Everskies, our avatar community that’s home to 1 
million monthly users. We will be integrating with 
Everskies more closely over time.


We encourage you to reach out to us if you are 
excited about the Highrise World and seek to 
develop your own Lands, experiences or assets. 
We will be providing token grants, development 
resources, and support for teams and individuals 
who seek to grow our budding community.


© Highrise Token paper
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Disclaimer
Legal

IMPORTANT NOTICE 


Please read the following notice carefully before deciding whether to purchase 
$RISE or rights to receive $RISE in the future. This notice applies to all persons who 
view this White Paper. Please note that this disclaimer may be altered or updated. 
You should therefore read it in full each time you visit this site.


This White Paper is not an offer to sell either $RISE tokens or rights to receive 
$RISE in the future. Such $RISE tokens and rights to receive $RISE in the future will 
be offered and sold only by separate instruments, executed via signature by the 
parties. This White Paper must be read in conjunction with any such instruments in 
order to understand fully all of the objectives, risks, expenses, and other 
considerations associated with a purchase of either $RISE tokens or rights to 
receive $RISE in the future. This White Paper must not be relied upon in isolation to 
make any such purchasing decision.


The underlying assumptions and any forward-looking statements herein may not 
be accurate, the projections herein shown may not occur, and the actual results 
could differ materially due to risks and uncertainties that are difficult to control or 
predict. To the extent any information in this White Paper conflicts with 
information in the instruments through which $RISE  
or rights to receive $RISE in the future are sold, the information in such instruments 
shall govern.


$RISE and rights to receive $RISE in the future may be illiquid and involve a high 
degree of risk. Purchasers should be able to bear the loss of some or all of the 
purchase price. Purchasers should read and understand all of the risks and all 
instruments of sale before making a purchasing decision.


This White Paper is for general information purposes only and does not constitute 
legal, tax, investment, or other professional advice on any subject matter. 
Information provided is not all-inclusive and should  
not be relied upon as being all-inclusive.


